Success story StarNet
StarNet is an advanced telecommunications company
with a subscriber base of over 130 thousand users.
The operator is one of the three largest providers of the
Moldova Republic, being a pioneer in providing Internet
access via fiber-optic cable to individuals and has been
operating on the market since 2003.
The provider needed a solution for:
— Hardware replacement
— Adding IPv6
— Improving performance and reducing recovery time.
StarNet chose Stingray SG as a multifunctional solution
that combines DPI, BNG, CG-NAT in one product.
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Internet access is provided using GPON, FTTB and Wi-Fi technologies.
Most customers use a wired connection. Prior to using the Stingray
Service Gateway its network scheme before optmization could be
simplified like this:

TASKS
Before optimization the network was built on several Ericsson
SE1200s that performed BNG functions and NAT when necessary.
About once every six months the equipment refused to work. There
were attempts to search for ways to resolve this problem, but no
permanent solution was ever found. So the first task was to change
equipment.
The second task was adding IPv6 technology. Ericsson SE1200
handles IPv6 for PPPoE sessions only. Transferring 130 thousand users
to PPPoE is technically incorrect and takes too much time and effort.
The third task was to reduce the network recovery period after
downtime. Owing to its features Ericsson SE600 is capable of
processing about 300 per second attempts of creating sessions.
As a result, it took a little bit more than 10 minutes to fully reconnect
all customers.

SOLUTION
While searching for the solution StarNet engineers refused to
purchase a new Ericsson due to its price and the sad previous
experience. As possible options, Juniper MX, CISCO ASR and Stingray
SG were considered.
The criteria were as follows:
— cost
— fault tolerance
— clarity of documentation
— support and upgradeability
— the ability to reserve equipment
— Dual-stack (simultaneous
support for IPv6 and IPv4)
— bandwidth shaping.
StarNet chose Stingray as a
multifunctional solution that
combines DPI, BNG, CG-NAT,
DLP, DDoS protection and Lawful
Interception in one product.

NETWORK SCHEME

Choice
SSG-60 and SSG-80 Complete
with options of BNG, Dual
Stack IPv4/IPv6, CG-NAT, DLP,
DDoS protection, Lawful
interception
n+1 redundancy scheme

RESULT
Stingray platform was implemented on Huawei hardware platform
in three months .
As a result:
— all Ericssons were replaced by routers
— Stingray SG servers were installed based on the following principle:
one unit per 1 public subnet and two units as NAT servers per 1 private
one
— the operator uses Quality of Experience Module to collect statistics
to evaluate the quality of service and conduct marketing campaigns.

«The cost of the VAS Experts solution is lower than the new devices
and the deployment was very fast. We didn’t faced any problems while
configuring. We are planning to expand the network next year, whereas
the positive results of the Stingray platform implementation leave no
doubt that the DPI, BNG and CG-NAT manufacturer replacement is not
needed.»
Andrian Wisniewski, StarNet system administrator

Since 2013 VAS Experts has built trust of more than 1100
providers that are using Stingray Service Gateway in Russia,
Europe and worldwide.

dpi@vas.expert
vasexperts.com

Our team has over 15 years work experience in
telecommunication software development and wide
knowledge in technologies.
Сontact us to learn more about our solutions and products!
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